MARRIAGE AND CAMBRIDGE AGAIN
In 1942 he married Phyllis Matkin, whom he had met on leave while she was serving as a land girl growing much-needed food. By the time he was demobilized in 1946 to return to Cambridge, the couple had a small son, who was followed later by another son and a daughter. Yet, with the responsibilities of a young family, in 1948 McLaren gained first-class honours in Part II of the Natural Sciences Tripos, thus making up for his previous performance.
GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA
This was a time when the Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) was looking for recruits to serve as stratigraphers and palaeontologists. From the founding of the GSC in the midnineteenth century the emphasis had been on hard-rock geology, in the interests of mineral exploration. Vast areas of Canada remained topographically poorly mapped, and geologically completely unmapped.
Thus, in 1948, McLaren and two close colleagues, the late Peter Harker and Tim Tozer, were recruited from Cambridge and emigrated to Canada. They then spent two seasons on field work, in McLaren's case in the Canadian Rocky Mountains, the Yukon Territory and the Mackenzie District of the Northwest Territories, as a Devonian specialist. Unlike some UK immigrants to Canada, McLaren had no predilection for the Arctic: for him it was merely a region where Devonian strata and fossils were to be found.
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
After their field seasons the three men were sent off to the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, Michigan, to gain their PhD degrees, before joining the permanent staff of the GSC in Ottawa. A young American student with the University of Michigan at that time recalled many years later McLaren's impact on the Department of Geology. 'It was immediately obvious that he was truly brilliant. He loved to provoke, and one day gave a noon talk about continental drift … which was anathema in the USA' (at that time). The young man felt that he owed a special debt to McLaren, for he needed to hear about continental drift.
FURTHER GSC FIELD WORK
McLaren rejoined the GSC at an exciting time, for there was a surge of activity in Canada's far north, spurred by the government's desire to establish a presence in this remote region, made possible by wartime advances in sea and air logistics in the Arctic. Four Joint Canadian-United States Arctic Weather Stations had been established in the Queen Elizabeth Islands, which could be used as staging points for field operations.
In 1955 Dr Yves Fortier was then a senior geologist with GSC; he later became Director of the Survey, to be succeeded by McLaren. It was Fortier's task to organize and lead the largest field operation ever mounted by the Survey, and named 'Operation Franklin' after the nineteenth-century explorer. It was to cover a vast area of the Queen Elizabeth Islands. Before this, geological investigations in the Arctic had been made on dog-team traverses in the spring or, in coastal areas, by parties working from small boats during the short open-water season. Now, for the first time, thanks to air support including helicopters, it was possible to deploy large field parties in areas never before visited by geologists. McLaren played his full part as Devonian specialist on the operation.
In the previous summer, fuel, equipment and supplies had been shipped to the Arctic weather stations Resolute and Eureka. During the winter, detailed studies of air photographs (available for the whole region from 1950) and of the meagre existing geological knowledge enabled key areas for investigation to be pinpointed. The complex logistics of the operation involved the positioning of fuel and supplies in the spring at three main field camps (in addition to the two weather stations), carried out by civil ski-wheel aircraft, and the assembly of two large, long-range helicopters at Resolute, whither these had been transported by the Royal Canadian Air Force. From mid-June the helicopters were used to leap-frog nine ground parties, each of a geologist and assistant, from place to place.
By the end of the summer the geology over an area of about 80 000 square miles had been investigated and mapped, mostly for the first time, and it was possible to extrapolate the findings over a further 40 000 square miles. In one season the operation had accomplished as much as a similar number of independent field parties in a decade, travelling by land and small boat. McLaren's experience on 'Operation Franklin' was to stand him in good stead when he was later to have the overall direction of GSC field parties.
McLaren spent a further 12 three-month seasons in his chosen areas, including participation in the major 'Operation Mackenzie', using helicopters in the Mackenzie District.
DIRECTOR, GSC CALGARY
In 1967 McLaren was appointed the first Director of the GSC's newly established Institute of Sedimentary and Petroleum Geology (GSC Calgary) in Calgary, Alberta, where he established excellent relations with the burgeoning oil and gas industry.
Dr Michael Cecile and Dr Donald Stott, later Directors of GSC Calgary after McLaren, reviewed his career in a memorial address. It spanned, in McLaren's own words, the 'Golden Years', with well-funded budgets that provided for large field programmes and for the expansion of in-house research. There was an opportunity to build with the right man in place, for McLaren was 'a statesman, a visionary, well-connected, a doer, and brilliant'.
At this time the evaluation of Canadian energy and mineral resources was a prime concern of the Canadian government. McLaren considered that the world's resources were finite but were being developed and used in a reckless manner. His views gave impetus to GSC Calgary's assessment programmes, which were published in a Canadian series known as 'blue books', which remain best sellers.
During his time in Calgary McLaren was faced with many countries contesting Canada's claim to the Arctic. As a consequence, there was a demand for more regional mapping. In response, McLaren spearheaded development of an Arctic Programme that was so successful that, in some ways, the Canadian Arctic today is better mapped than some parts of southern Canada.
DIRECTOR GENERAL, GSC OTTAWA
In 1973 McLaren moved back to Ottawa to take over from Fortier the leadership of the GSC, a post now upgraded to Director General, an indication of the Survey's importance within the government hierarchy. In its history of more than 150 years the Survey has enjoyed many fine Directors, but none more dynamic, nor more approachable by staff at all levels, than McLaren. In his office he kept a refrigerator, with a small stock of wine to lubricate staff meetings. His practice of serving wine was later followed by the Director of GSC Vancouver. He also insisted on a small room adjacent to his office, where he could pursue research into Devonian stratigraphy and fossils.
McLaren was Director General of GSC until 1980. During that time his Chief Geologist (or second-in-command) was Dr John Wheeler, who recalls those seven years with nostalgia. Their relationship was in two parts. McLaren was concerned with developing and planning the GSC programme, and looked outwards to deal with his superiors in the Department of Energy, Mines and Resources (DEMR), with the Provincial Surveys, with industry, and with national and international Earth science organizations, whereas Wheeler looked inwards and was responsible for implementing the programme. Second, McLaren from his experience with GSC Calgary was more concerned with oil, gas and coal resources, whereas Wheeler took care of mineral resources, including uranium. It was a dream team.
By 1973 the reconnaissance geological mapping of Canada, which was the Survey's main postwar priority, was nearing completion, to be succeeded by more detailed revision mapping. The Survey expanded, and now included a new marine geology division, the Atlantic Geoscience Centre at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia, from which shipborne geophysical and geological surveys of the ocean floor were launched off Canada's east coast. Later, a fledgling marine geology unit, now the Pacific Geoscience Centre, carried out the same sort of surveys off the Pacific coast. In addition, airborne mapping now included radiometric surveys, as well as the ongoing Federal-Provincial aeromagnetic programme. Finally, the GSC embarked on systematic geochemical surveys of lakes and streams, with their sediments, to aid mineral exploration.
By this time GSC was the most decentralized branch in the DEMR, with four centres away from Ottawa. McLaren, facing the challenge to manage a more dispersed GSC efficiently, and as a good communicator, instituted the GSC newsletter GEOGRAM. He was determined to provide his scientists with the best possible facilities and support personnel, with adequate resources for field work. He had been able to do this at GSC Calgary, but now he wished to bolster units elsewhere in the Survey that were less well supported. He made the case for increased support personnel in his programme forecast to the Treasury Board, and to his delight received as many person-years as the rest of the DEMR combined. Such was McLaren's persuasive flair.
Dr Ward Neale paid tribute to what he called the crowning glory of the McLaren era, when the openness of the GSC was increased to communication with the world beyond the Canadian government. He referred to the creation of an Advisory Committee of the Canadian Geoscience Council, which examined the operations and functions of the GSC, reported to senior officials of the DEMR and, in a general way, to the public. This gave Earth scientists an appreciation of the scale and diversity of GSC programmes, and allowed the Survey itself to benefit from Committee suggestions for improvement of programmes.
MASS EXTINCTIONS
McLaren may perhaps be best remembered for his ideas on mass extinctions. The idea of catastrophism shaping our Earth was held in ancient times, nurtured by the biblical story of the Great Flood, albeit a very local event. Then in the early nineteenth century came the great British geologist Sir Charles Lyell FRS, who enunciated his principle of uniformitarianism. This ruled out catastrophism to state that the Earth had been shaped slowly over many millennia by the action of the sea, glaciers, rivers and wind. Such had been the teaching in geology schools until after World War II, when McLaren upset these ideas, as ably summarized by Dr Wayne Goodfellow of GSC Ottawa.
McLaren's ideas on mass extinctions were shaped by his research on stratigraphy and palaeontology, particularly his observations that the Late Devonian Frasnian/Famennian (F/F) boundary was knife-edge sharp, synchronous worldwide, and marked by the sudden disappearance of more than 50% of the biomass, including the total obliteration of entire families and species of organism. In his 1969 Presidential Address to the Palaeontological Society of America (1)*, McLaren argued that the only mechanism that could explain this was a giant meteorite impacting on the Earth's surface. As McLaren liked to relate, the members of the Society were left in a state of shock; the general consensus was that he must have lost his marbles.
This revolutionary mechanism for explaining mass extinction was partly inspired by Dr Robert Dietz's research to show that the Sudbury, Ontario, structure represented an astrobleme. In fact McLaren, using empirical observations and deductive reasoning, had made one of the more important advances in Earth sciences. Although unknown in 1969, direct evidence of meteorite impact through iridium anomalies and shocked minerals at the Cretaceous/Tertiary (K/T) boundary, through the work of Dr Louis Alvarez, led to the acceptance of the impact model as the ultimate cause of most major extinctions in the Phanerozoic record. This included the subsequent discovery of the large Chicxulub crater, in the Gulf of Mexico west of the Yucatan peninsula; it proved to be contemporaneous with the K/T event, and thus provided the smoking gun linking giant impacts to global extinctions.
Within the GSC the mass extinction project, known as MASSEX, was established. Needless to say, McLaren was the heart and soul of the project, with unquenchable enthusiasm and a worldwide network of friends and colleagues on whom to draw. The team was truly international, multi-disciplinary and integrated. Dr Brian Norford at GSC Calgary was the project leader; with a small budget it had a cast that reads like a Who's Who in the field of stratigraphy, sedimentology, palaeontology and geochemistry. The GSC and the University of Ottawa became hubs for visiting scientists, postdoctoral fellows and postgraduate research. The project's primary objectives were to sample systematically wellpreserved and biostratigraphically complete sections, spanning mass extinction boundaries worldwide. This was not a trivial task, because most F/F boundaries are characterized by missing time as a result of the scouring of continental platforms by impact-generated tsunamis. Each sample was analysed for elements such as iridium and shocked materials that are diagnostic of meteorite impact, and for isotopes of carbon and oxygen that constrained total biomass and ocean temperatures, respectively. Success struck quickly when an iridium anomaly was discovered at the F/F boundary in a section from the Canning Basin, Australia. An important paper was duly published in Annual Review of Earth and Planetary Sciences (2).
McLaren saw himself as an empiricist and had concerns about model-driven science and the vanity of scientists who 'fall in love with their models'. Punctuated global extinctions, caused by high-energy extra-terrestrial events, upset the traditionalists and created much controversy, particularly among evolutionary biologists or those who had proposed terrestrial causes of mass extinction, such as ocean turnover or widespread volcanism. As one wellknown vertebrate palaeontologist put it: 'Unseen objects hitting unseen seas is not for me. I simply do not believe it. ' McLaren was, in the broadest sense, a naturalist of the old school, exhibiting many of the characteristics of the early GSC geologists, who mapped the Canadian frontier. He viewed the lithosphere, atmosphere and biosphere as part of one large system of equilibrium or at least semi-equilibrium until disturbed by catastrophic events. Although the focus of his MASSEX Project was on giant meteorite impacts and their consequences, lessons for the modern environment were of especial interest to McLaren. He was very concerned about overpopulation and its impact on the natural environment, and drew parallels between the catastrophic environmental consequences of meteorite impacts and the anthropogenic causes of pollution and climate change.
McLaren was always ready to consider new ideas, however unconventional, or even outrageous, that these might seem to some. Dr Edward Irving FRSC FRS, of GSC North Saanich, Vancouver Island, the authority on the Earth's ancient magnetic field, recalls giving a seminar in 1964 for the palaeontologists at GSC Ottawa, where McLaren was Head of the Palaeontology Division. It concerned the latitude distribution of Permo-Triassic amphibians based on palaeomagnetic determinations of latitude. The upshot was that the distribution could not be explained without invoking continental drift. There were few people at that time who took continental drift seriously, and in 1964 Irving found it heartening to find someone sympathetic to the topic. McLaren based his belief in continental drift on general grounds, but mainly on the palaeogeography and distribution of fossils. He was not strident on the subject but was quietly convinced from his very broad global and regional knowledge that continental drift was the only explanation to fit the facts.
McLaren was ever ready to assist geologists from outside Canada in their researches. Professor Harry Whittington FRS, the Cambridge palaeontologist, recalls discussing with McLaren the need for a new excavation of the Burgess Shale of the Cambrian Period in northern Canada, and for an investigation of the then-unknown stratigraphy of the surrounding area. McLaren arranged for a GSC party to undertake the work, and he invited Whittington to oversee the palaeontological studies of the rich fauna, work that still continues.
SENIOR SCIENCE ADVISER AND PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY
After leaving the GSC in 1980, McLaren became Senior Science Adviser in the DEMR until his retirement from government service four years later. At the same time he had been Professor of Geology at the University of Ottawa, continuing to hold this post until 1989 and lecturing in the fluent French that he had acquired during prewar stays with families in France. During these later years he became a keen and expert orchid grower.
FAMILY ANECDOTES
According to his younger son Patrick, McLaren loved the Bible, and could quote long passages from it, often finding the most appropriate passage to make a point. When asked if he believed in God, he replied, 'I can find no evidence to suggest that there is any reason to believe in the existence of God.' As a father he believed it important to bring up children to 'do their own thing', even with a certain amount of rebellion. In fact, his elder son Ian ran away to Mexico at the age of 15 years, and his daughter changed her name from Alison to Alandra. Towards the end of their tour, and on a personal note, the couple spent three nights with us in Kent. On the Sunday we visited again the nearby village of Frant, the home of Colonel John By (1781-1836), the founder in 1827 of Ottawa, originally known as Bytown. McLaren spent some time looking at the Colonel's grave and memorial in the churchyard, and then regaled a group of Canadian tourists coming out of morning service with anecdotes from his unclouded memory of the past. On another day we visited the beach at Camber near Rye, where he picked up at random six pebbles from the beach, later placing these on our spare-room window sill, where they remain in memory of a great geologist, who was early on the right side of big scientific issues and who passed on his enthusiasm to those under him.
MEMORIES
In Ottawa, Patrick McLaren organized a Memorial Meeting for his father Digby in the Canadian National Museum, which was hugely attended with many tributes paid. It was a most appropriate venue as it was the former headquarters of the GSC, where in their younger days McLaren and his friends had played pranks on colleagues, such as placing containers of water atop doors.
To his many friends Digby McLaren was a formidable protagonist in argument about any cause that he espoused, for he was widely read, extremely well briefed, and quick in delivery of scathing repartee. Although his prejudices were strong, he was withal a most kindly person with a deep interest in people, firm in his belief that 'the Kingdom of Heaven is on Earth'.
